Goldleaf Specializes In Surety Bonds

Big "I" Markets partner Goldleaf is a national surety-only specialist. They do not retail any insurance - they deal only in surety bonds. If your insured goes to another agency for their bond needs, that agency always has an "in" for providing competitive quotes on the insurance. Goldleaf is your agency's "back room" bonding professional. Goldleaf can give your agency bonding expertise which otherwise may not be available allowing you to keep a long-term customer from looking elsewhere, or possibly allowing your agency to add a significant customer that you have solicited for years.

Providing surety bonds can become a time-consuming, costly or even embarrassing process for independent agents. Producers and CSRs face a steep learning curve if they want to handle the product. They may not be familiar with the hundreds of different classes of bonds out there, they may not know which forms to use, may not know what information to request from the insured, and may not know which markets are the most likely to write that particular class of bonds. But they should know where to turn for help: Big "I" Markets.

Goldleaf's surety specialists are experienced professionals with backgrounds in areas such as accounting, law and business finance. When other surety bond specialists or companies are restricted by size, specialty divisions, or other constraints that limit the entire bonding process, Goldleaf brings it all together under one roof. In addition, Goldleaf counsels clients to help them develop their surety program so that it grows as their business grows.

Licensed in all 50 states, Goldleaf creates surety bond results for all types of companies and specific bonding requirements. They are able to leverage key surety company partnerships for an advantage that others simply do not have.

Big "I" members can contact Goldleaf by logging onto www.bigimarkets.com (select the appropriate bond type from the bond options on the commercial products menu) or by calling Goldleaf directly at (888) 294-6747 (ask for Lori Olson).